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Joint Matrix Quantization of Face Parameters
and LPC Coefficients for Low Bit Rate

Audiovisual Speech Coding
Laurent Girin

Abstract—A key problem for videophony, that is telephony in-
cluding the processing of images of the speaker’s face in addition to
acoustic speech, concerns signal compression for transmission. In
such systems, audio and video compression are separately achieved
by using both audio and video coders. In this paper, an audio-vi-
sual approach to this problem is considered, since we claim that
the fundamental property of coherence (redundancy) between the
two modalities of speech should be exploited by coding systems.
We consider the framework of parametric analysis, modeling and
synthesis of talking faces, which allows efficient representation of
video information. Thus, we propose to jointly encode several face
parameters, namely lip shape geometric descriptors, together with
sets of audio coefficients, namely quite usual LPC parameters. The
definition of an audiovisual distance between vectors of concate-
nated audio and video parameters allows to generate audiovisual
single stage vector and matrix quantizers by using the general-
ized Lloyd algorithm. Calculation of video and audio mean dis-
tortion measures shows a significant gain in quantization accuracy
and/or resolution compared to separate video and audio quantiza-
tion. An alternative sub-optimal tree-like structure for audiovisual
joint coding is also tested and yields interesting results while de-
creasing the computational complexity of the quantization process.

Index Terms—Audiovisual, lip parameters, low-bit-rate speech
coding, LPC parameters, matrix quantization, speech processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPEECH is both an acoustic and a visual signal, that
is sequences of different sounds together with visible

movements of the speaker’s face. This bimodal nature of
speech is now acknowledged as a basic characteristic, both for
understanding speech perception [1] and for developing tools
for human-human and human-machine communication [2].
The major characteristic of audio-visual speech is that there
is some dependence between the audio and visual signals [3],
since they are both consequences of the articulatory gestures:
e.g., spread lips may be associated in French with the sound
of an [i] or a [ti] but not an [y] or a [by], while open lips are
compatible with almost nothing but the sound of an [a].

In the field of speech technology, there is an increasing
number of work dealing with how to exploit this coherence
between audio and visual speech signals to improve the per-
formances of classical speech processing systems. As a major
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example, automatic audiovisual speech recognition systems
have recently received considerable interest [4], notably for
their ability in recognizing speech in adverse conditions. In this
latter case, video speech, often restricted to geometric lip shape
descriptors, can be considered as supplying complementary
information when audio information is degraded. In a recent
study [5], we demonstrated the technical feasibility of audio-vi-
sual speech enhancement, that is, the enhancement of noisy
speech sounds, using a video input. In this study, denoising
filters were estimated from noisy speech plus speaker’s lip
shape information.

In this paper, we consider the problem of audio-visual
speech coding, that is the compression of both audio and video
information to be transmitted or stocked in a telecommuni-
cations system. Indeed, the processing and transmission of
the speaker’s face image has become a major challenge for
future telecommunications systems, as illustrated by the recent
development of videoconferencing systems or multi-modal
human-computer interfaces. But if we increase the amount
of information (channels) to be transmitted, we must deal
with efficient techniques to compress this information before
transmission. Thus, accurate audio and video coding tech-
niques have been separately developed in order to minimize the
quantity of binary streams to be transmitted. These techniques
aim to reduce the redundancy of each audio or video signal. As
a major example, predictive coding is widely used to reduce
the intra- or inter-frame correlation between consecutive
(time or space) samples of signals. In this context, the natural
cross-modal coherence between audio and visual speech can be
seen as a form of redundancy, which should also be exploited
(ideally eliminated) by any coding algorithm. As a matter of
fact, the objective of this study is to demonstrate that a joint
coding scheme of audio and visual speech parameters can lead
to better performances than separated coding algorithms.

The context of this study is talking faces and a typical and
major application is videophony, a telephone enhanced with the
image of the speaker’s face. Now, if we consider any given
video sequence, typical bit rates are around several hundreds of
kbits/s. As telephone speech can be efficiently coded at around
5 kbits/s (e.g., using CELP techniques), the interest of jointly
coding sound and video can be questioned by this asymmetry.
However, this difference can be highly reduced by exploiting
the high specificity of talking faces images in videophony con-
text: slow changes of the (less important) background and upper
part of the face, and rapid changes of highly informative local
zones, mainly the mouth and the jaw and to a lesser extend the
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Fig. 1. Basic schema of an audiovisual speech processing/transmission system based on analysis, modeling and synthesis of audiovisual speech signals.

cheeks and eventually the eyes and eyebrows. Although they ex-
tensively use differential predictive coding, current videophone
algorithms still do not optimize the use of this specificity as they
function around 100 kbits/s for the image. Thus, an additional
step forward to better exploit the specificity of talking faces in
coding applications may be 2-D/3-D face modeling before and
after transmission. The principle is to segment the speaker’s face
into regions that basically represent the different organs of the
face, and then to parameterize these regions with a small number
of parameters describing the local geometry and texture. The
accuracy and the refreshment of the parameters must ideally be
adapted to the degree of information contained and the speed
of changes. For example, the mouth should be described with
care. This naturally leads to a parametric low bit rate coding of
talking faces: useful varying information is concentrated in a
small number of parameters. At the receiver, the speaker’s face
is synthesized by applying the transmitted (quantized) parame-
ters over a generic 2-D or 3-D face model. The parameters may
eventually be separated into parameters that encode the (fixed
and neutral) configuration of the face (e.g., the Face Definition
Parameters of MPEG-4 [6], [7]) and that are to be transmitted
only once in a given communication situation (if not already
available at the decoder in a speaker database), and parameters
that encode the movements of the face (e.g., the MPEG-4 Facial
Animation Parameters) and that should be transmitted with an
adapted rate.

The problem of face analysis for parameter extraction as well
as face 2-D/3-D modeling and synthesis is of growing interest
in the speech and image research community (for a recent re-
view of face synthesis, see [8]) and should benefit to audio-
visual speech coding. For example, a 3-D articulatory-based
speaker-specific talking head model has recently been devel-
oped at the ICP [9]. It is controlled by 6 parameters of articu-
latory nature (e.g., two of them are closely related to the move-
ment of the jaw and three are closely related to the round and
open movements of the lips). These parameters were derived
from data analysis of around 200 face fleshpoint measurements
and they explain 96% of the variance of the data. Therefore, they
can be used to efficiently control the movement of the flesh-
points, and thus of the entire face by using interpolation tech-
niques. Since such efficient parametric face modeling may allow
low bit rate talking face video coding, we can now assume that
joint coding of facial and audio parameters is realistic from a bit
rate criterion. Summarizing, we illustrate in Fig. 1 the principle

of an audio-visual speech transmission system (videophone),
exploiting both parametric face description and joint audio-vi-
sual coding, as well as other possible applications that were dis-
cussed above (e.g., enhancement and recognition). Note that in
this study, only geometric lip shape parameters were considered
for the video data. These parameters, the justification of their
choice, and their acquisition process are described in more de-
tails in Section II-A (the audio parameters to be jointly encoded
are also described in this section).

To achieve joint quantization of lip shape and audio param-
eters, we had to use a technique allowing: (1) quantization of
a set of parameters, (2) quantization of parameters different in
nature. We used vector quantization (VQ) and matrix quantiza-
tion (MQ). VQ not only allows by definition to deal with con-
dition (1) but is known to be an efficient method for exploiting
the correlation between data vector components. MQ was used
as a generalization of VQ to remove inter-frame correlation of
consecutive vectors, as we can expect the different sets of audio
and visual parameters to be correlated in time. The condition (2)
was resolved by defining an audio-visual distance in the heart of
the VQ/MQ process. In Section II, we describe in more details
the main VQ/MQ schema used in this study, including a brief re-
view of the “classical” quantization of the audio parameters that
were used, the LSPs. We then define the audio-visual distance
and describe the training process for the VQ/MQ codebooks.
Moreover, at the end of the section, we propose an alternative
so-called “classified-VQ/MQ” structure (C-VQ/C-MQ), which
is also able to benefit from the audio-visual coherence while
presenting different advantages (and drawbacks). In Section III,
results are presented. We achieved a complete distortion-rate
quantitative evaluation for both joint audiovisual coding and
separated audio and visual coding used as references, leading
to a quantitative estimation of the gain provided by joint coding
over separated coding.

It is important to note here that the idea of a joint cross-modal
speech coding process was originally proposed by Rao and
Chen [10], who largely explored the extended field of audio-vi-
sual speech processing [11]. In [10], they proposed a predictive
coding system for geometric labial templates where the
prediction was made from acoustic parameters by using an
audio-visual probability distribution of Gaussian mixtures.
Unfortunately, the corpus that was used both for tuning the
mixture parameters and testing the system was limited to four
vowels, thus only allowing to grossly validate the feasibility of
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the approach. In this paper, we deal with an extended corpus of
multi-speaker fluent speech (see Section III-A) and an extensive
use of vector/matrix quantization and LSP representation of
audio parameters, which are techniques that are largely used in
state-of-the-art speech coders. Therefore, we tend to get close
to the “true” coders and we provide a complete quantitative
evaluation of the joint audio-visual coding scheme for real
implementations.

II. JOINT AUDIO AND VIDEO PARAMETERS

VECTOR/MATRIX QUANTIZATION

A. Audio-Visual Data

As briefly mentioned before, the visual data that was
considered in this preliminary study are basic geometric lip
contour parameters. Four parameters are considered: internal
and external width, (respectively denoted LIW and LEW,)
and internal and external height, (respectively denoted LIH
and LEH.) Such parameters can be extracted every 20 ms1 by
different face processing systems developed at the ICP [12].
The current system works with blue make-up for the lips using
the Chroma-Key technique, but recent studies have shown
encouraging results for the extraction of similar parameters
on natural lips [13]. One version of the system is portable
(camera on headphones) and resolves most problems relative
to acquisition conditions. Other version of the system allows
the acquisition of other parameters, e.g., profile parameters
like upper and lower protrusion and position of the corner of
the lips. However, we restricted this study to four facial lip
parameters, and no additional articulatory parameters (e.g., as
the ones used in the articulatory talking head model of [9])
were considered because of the following reasons. Easiness
of acquisition comes first: the study presented here is greedy
regarding the corpus that was necessary to use to provide
significantly representative results (see Section III-A). Now,
the analysis of fleshpoints and the extraction of articulatory
parameters, which are based on an analysis-by-synthesis
process, are currently computationally too fastidious to provide
an extended corpus, and they require a speaker-specific model
for each speaker. On the contrary, as mentioned above, the lip
parameters can be efficiently and rapidly extracted with the
Chroma-Key-based face processing system. Secondly, several
studies have shown that the basic facial lip contour parameters
contain most of the visual information, according to both
intelligibility criterion [14], [15] and statistical analysis: the
internal width and height represent 85% of the variance of the
visual data used in [9] (to be compared with 96% obtained with
the 6 articulatory parameters). As a consequence, if correctly
quantized, these parameters can be used at the receiver to drive
a 3-D lip model in an efficient manner, that is preserving a
major part of the visual intelligibility, as shown in an early
study [15]. Even further, the lip parameters can be used to
estimate the articulatory control parameters of [9] via linear
regression based transformations and vice-versa without major

1Measurements were made on PAL standard videos at 25 images/s and
2 interleaved frames per image: one parameter set is extracted on every
separated frame, resulting in a 50 Hz sampling period.

loss of information. Therefore, they can be used to control the
complete articulatory 3-D face model.2

Note finally that the external width and height were also used
in the current study because they were automatically extracted
together with the internal parameters, and although they are gen-
erally redundant with them, they can provide quite useful addi-
tional information in certain cases (e.g., the external width con-
tains a large part of the round information when lips are closed
or almost closed). Adding these parameters was not a problem
since the VQ/MQ is able to exploit/remove their redundancy
with a very small additional CPU cost.

In what concerns the audio parameters, we considered the
classical linear prediction coding (LPC) context, that is a
“source-filter” scheme for low bit rate speech coding, where the
“filter” part is achieved by applying a linear prediction model
on the speech samples. LPC coding has been shown to be a very
efficient technique for low bit rate coding of telephone-band
speech, mainly because of its ability to exploit the intra-frame
time correlation of speech samples. Thus, it is now employed
in most of the voice coders for telephony which differentiate
from each other by different bit rate and quality according to
(1) the way the LPC “filter” parameters are quantized and (2)
the way the “source” is encoded and eventually modeled. Now,
if we consider the objective of our study, that is melting audio
and video oro-facial parameters in the coding process, we
can highly benefit from the LPC model by remarking that the
“filter” part of the “source-filter” corresponds to the modeling
of the vocal tract transfer function (thus the short-term spectral
envelope of speech) while the “source” part correspond to
the modeling of the excitation source of speech, that is vocal
cord vibration and/or air flow. Now, we can generally expect
the oro-facial parameters to be correlated with the vocal tract
shape, thus with the filter parameters, and not (as much) with
the excitation or source which is not visible. This is particularly
true for the lip shape parameters that are used in this study: they
represent in fact the most visible part of the vocal tract and thus
the most important part of visual intelligibility. This is why in
this study, we chose to jointly encode lip parameters together
with the LPC filter parameters, and with the LPC filter only.

In most up-to-date coders, the LPC parameters are trans-
formed before quantization to a more efficient representation
that is more suitable for quantization: the Line Spectrum Pairs
(LSP) which consist in (normalized) frequency values around
the LPC poles arguments [17]–[19]. This representation offers
suitable statistical properties and remarkable robustness to low
bit rate quantization. Therefore the audio data to be jointly
quantized with the lip parameters are sets of 10 LSP parame-
ters, as 10 is a standard order for the filter of most LPC-based
telephone band speech coders. The problem of extracting the
LSPs from the sound and synchronizing them with the sets of
video parameters is discussed in Section III-A.

2It was also shown in [9] and [16] that the articulatory parameters can be
efficiently transcoded into MPEG-4 Facial Animation Parameters with similar
transformations and vice-versa. Therefore, we can expect our lip parameters to
be possibly “compliant” with this norm through transcoding routines, though
this point is currently out of the scope of this study. Of course, future work may
also involve direct use of MPEG-4 parameters for joint coding.
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Fig. 2. Structure of an audiovisual speech codec based on audiovisual single stage vector quantization of lip and LSP parameters. Residual acoustic signal
parameters (e.g., gain and fundamental frequency ) are quantized and transmitted separately.

B. Brief Review of LSP Vector/Matrix Quantization

Vector quantization has been extensively used to efficiently
quantize LSP coefficients [18], [19]. A basic single stage VQ
was implemented at 20 bits/frame [20] (a frame corresponds
here to a set of 10 LSPs) and offered high coding quality while
basic scalar quantization of LSP parameters would typically
involve around 40 bits/frame. However, in this resolution range
VQ implementation is limited by codebook storage capacity,
search complexity and training procedure. Thus different
schemes have been propose to reduce complexity by breaking
the quantization process in several steps. Split-VQ (SVQ),
which consists of splitting the vectors into several sub-vectors
for quantization have been proposed at 24 bits/frames and
offered coding transparency3 [18]. Multi-stage VQ (MS-VQ)
consists in cascading several “low resolution” VQ blocks. The
output of a block is a quantization error which is quantized
by the next block, the signal being reconstructed by adding
the outputs of the different blocks. Therefore, each successive
block increases the quantization precision while the global
complexity (in terms of codebook generation and search) is
reduced compared to a single-stage VQ with the same overall
bit rate. Indeed, the codebook size of each sub-block is highly
reduced compared to the size of the “equivalent” single-stage
codebook. Such schemes have been successfully implemented
for LSP coding [21], [22].

Differential and/or adaptive VQ have been proposed to
remove interframe correlation between consecutive sets of
LSP coefficients [23] leading to high quantization accuracy

3“Coding transparency” of LPC filter parameters means that speech
sequences synthesized with the quantized and unquantized LPC parameters are
perceptually undistinguishable

at around 20 bits/frame. Matrix quantization (MQ) is a gen-
eralization of VQ which also allows to remove inter-frame
correlation by jointly coding successive sets of LSPs in a
simpler manner (these are gathered in a matrix and replaced
by matrix codewords) but at the price of an increased delay
and calculation cost [24]. Note that most of these schemes can
be combined at different levels. For example, many different
schemes proposed for VQ can be applied to MQ (see for
example a Split MQ design in [25]).

C. Joint Lip Parameters and LSP Single-Stage Vector/Matrix
Quantization

In this study we want to demonstrate the advantage of jointly
quantizing audio and video parameters in a joint quantizer
block compared to audio and video separated quantization with
two quantizer blocks both based on the same techniques than
the global quantizer block. To show this and because fine tuning
of sophisticated blocks was not our objective, we chose to use
quite simple structures: single stage VQ/MQ have been mainly
considered. Thus an audio-visual single stage VQ (AV-SS-VQ)
is first proposed, where an audio set of LSP coefficients
(corresponding to a frame of acoustic signal) is concatenated
with a synchronous video set of lip parameters (see Fig. 2).
This AV-SS-VQ has been implemented and compared with an
audio-only single stage VQ (A-SS-VQ), that is “classical” VQ
of LSP coefficients, together with a video-only single stage VQ
(V-SS-VQ), that is VQ of lip parameters. Then, this scheme has
been extended to MQ, leading to an audio-visual single stage
MQ (AV-SS-MQ), audio-only single stage MQ (A-SS-MQ)
and video-only single stage MQ (V-SS-MQ) respectively
gathering successive sets of audio-visual, audio only and video
only vectors.
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The definition of a distortion measure is a major point in the
design and application of a VQ/MQ. In this study, this point
is especially crucial, since the processing of audio-visual vec-
tors or matrices asks for a distortion measure that can take into
account the difference in nature of the audio and visual com-
ponents of the data. We chose to use an audio-visual distortion
measure that is a linear combination of audio and video distor-
tion measures:

(1)

where and
denote two column vectors

of lip parameters (one may be data and the other a code-
word), and and

denote two column vectors of
LSP parameters (idem). In this study, and

are chosen to be (unweighted) squared Euclidian

distances respectively between and , and between and
. This choice is largely discussed in Section IV. (resp. )

denotes the matrices that results from the double concatenation
of and (resp. and ), both over line (video and audio
components) and over columns according to index . In our
application, is a time index of consecutive sets of data.
greater than 1 leads to the general matrix quantization case and

reduces to the vector quantization case. Finally, is a
factor that gives more or less relative importance to the visual
or audio distortion measure, allowing to tune the quantizer to
allocate more coding precision on the video vector or on the
audio vector.

Now that the distances are defined, codebooks can be
designed by using the Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA)
[26], which basically consists in alternating between two
steps, starting with an arbitrary codebook of size and a large
training set of data:

Step 1) Assign each matrix (time-sequences of vectors)
of the training database to the nearest matrix code-
word in the codebook, that is the codeword that
match the so-called “nearest neighbor condition”:

for to .
The database is now partitioned into (or fewer)
cells.

Step 2) Calculate the centroid of each cell , that is the
matrix that minimizes over all
matrices of cell . The new set of centroids be-
comes the new codebook (this justifies the same no-
tation for step 1 and 2).

An iteration of step 1 and 2 can only improve the codebook,
or at worst leave it unchanged. Thus, iterations are repeated until
the mean distortion (averaged over the entire database) no more
decreases, ensuring that a local minimum is attained. The “split-
ting algorithm” is used for initialization of the codebook [26],
[27]: beginning with , the unique codeword (which is the
mean value of the database) is split in two by adding some small

random value and the GLA iterations are applied. The splitting
process (applied to each codeword) and the GLA iterations are
repeated times until . The splitting process is also used
to fix the problem of eventual empty cells that may occur during
step 1 (the empty cell codeword is discarded and the maximum
cardinal codeword is split).

It is important to note that, since and

are squared Euclidian distances,
is also a squared Euclidian distance with the video components
being weighted by and the audio components being weighted
by . In such case, the new codewords calculated
during every “centroid calculation step” of the GLA algorithm
are simply the means of the cells [27]. Moreover, since the
mean vector/matrix is defined as a vector/matrix which each
component is a mean value, each AV centroid of any AV cell is
the concatenation of the V and A centroids. Therefore, for AV
quantization, the audio-visual distance and the coefficient
are useless in the “centroid calculation step,” which is identical
to separate V and A centroids calculation. They are only used
in the “nearest neighbor step” of the GLA, when the video and
audio parameter sets are jointly quantized (i.e. classified) using

rather than separately quantized using and .

D. Video to Audio Classified Vector Quantization

As mentioned before, multi-stage VQ/MQ consists of cas-
cading several VQ/MQ blocks, with each following block being
in charge of quantizing the quantization error at the output of the
preceding block. Another form of cascading successive blocks
is to be mentioned here, classified VQ/MQ. The principle is
the following: the output of either a VQ/MQ or decision (or
hybrid VQ/MQ-decision) block is used to drive the choice of the
next block between several possible quantifiers. For example,
this structure has been successfully used for differentiating the
quantization of voiced and unvoiced speech LSPs [28], [29]. The
main difference with multi-stage VQ/MQ is that several blocks
are available at each stage, leading to a “tree structured” VQ/MQ,
the blocks of different stage being possibly different in nature.

All these considerations make this structure particularly suit-
able for audio-visual coding since the audio-visual coherence
should allow to “predict” the value of either visual or audio data
from the other modality. Therefore, the quantized value of a set
of parameters of one modality should allow to reduce the set of
quantized possible values for the set of data of the other modality,
thus allowing to select the “appropriate” quantizer. Therefore, we
propose a classified VQ/MQ for jointly coding the audio-visual
speech parameters, where the output of the first video VQ/MQ
block drives the choice between several audio blocks (Fig. 3).
Let us call this structure video-to-audio classified VQ/MQ (V-A
C-VQ/MQ). For each audio-visual set of data, the video vector is
first VQ/MQ quantized. Then the result of this bits quantization
determines which of the audio VQ/MQ is to be used to quan-
tify the corresponding audio vector. A dual audio-to-video struc-
ture may also be considered but was not presented in this study
for the purpose of presentation simplicity. Note that no audio-vi-
sual distance need to be defined for such structures, since both
previously defined audio and visual distance, and , are
separately used at each stage of the quantifier.
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Fig. 3. Structure of an audiovisual speech codec based on classified video to audio vector quantization of lip and LSP parameters. Residual acoustic signal
parameters (e.g., gain and fundamental frequency ) are quantized and transmitted separately.

E. Important Remark

Generally, the elaboration of sub-optimal (compared to
single-stage VQ/MQ) multi-stage or classified VQ/MQ is
mainly justified by the need to reduce the complexity codebook
generation and search procedures. This suggests an important
remark concerning the design of VQ/MQ for the audio-visual
data and more particularly, single-stage audio-visual VQ/MQ.
In the literature, high quality LSP quantization is generally
reported to be obtained for single stage VQ at around 20
bits/frame (or multi-stage or split VQ at around 25 bits/frame.)
In the experiment section, we present results of audio-visual
single-stage VQ/MQ obtained from 5 to 14 bits/frame, thus
leading to relatively poor quality. Two remarks can be made to
give a realistic aspect to this study regarding this point. First,
audio coders can be elaborated with relatively low resolution
LSP vector/matrix quantizers (around 10 bits/frame), since they
are able to provide limited quality but still quite intelligible
speech [29]. MQ has been applied more particularly to such
objective [24]. Second, the audio-visual single stage VQ/MQ
that is proposed in this paper can be regarded and used as a first
stage for a multi-stage VQ/MQ structure, the following either
audio-only, video-only or audio-visual stages (not considered
here) providing complementary quality. With such structures,
audio-visual VQ/MQ can always benefit to audio-visual speech
compression if the first block can provide better results than
any audio VQ/MQ plus video VQ/MQ separate blocks. Note
that the same remark can be made for the blocks of the pro-
posed V-A classified VQ/MQ: each cascaded video or audio
blocks can also be easily (“separately”) extended to multi-stage
VQ/MQ if the bit rates proposed in the experimental sections
cannot ensure desired quality.

III. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Corpus and Training Procedures

VQ/MQ were designed using a nearly 3 h duration training
database of audio-visual speech signals produced by eight
French native speakers (four male and four female). The
corpus consisted of continuous speech read from randomly
chosen French press articles “as naturally as possible.” The
audio signal were sampled at 8 kHz, and a 10th order LPC
analysis (autocorrelation method) was carried out every 20
ms with a 20 ms duration (nonoverlapping) sliding window,
so that the center of the window corresponded to the lip
parameters extraction time instant (remember that the video
period is 20 ms). Thus, every 10 LSP parameters set was
paired with the corresponding set.
The total amount of such audio-visual sets was about 510 000.
For the MQ, these audio-visual vectors were gathered in sets
of consecutive vectors ( or 3) with a “sliding”
gathering so that all the parameter trajectories present in
the corpus should be used in the training process and the
approximately identical (maximum) amount of data could be
used for VQ and MQ (if vector sets are available for VQ
training, then gathered vector sets are available for
MQ training with the sliding technique, with
and or 3).

All VQ/MQ codebooks were designed using the GLA al-
gorithm with the “splitting” technique for initialization as de-
scribed in Section II-C. The audio-visual distance of (1)
was used to design AV-SS-VQ/MQ, while the and dis-
tances were separately used to design the A-SS-VQ/MQ and
V-SS-VQ/MQ that were used as reference for performance
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TABLE I
COMPARED RESULTS OF VIDEO, AUDIO AND AUDIO-VISUAL SINGLE STAGE VECTOR/MATRIX QUANTIZATION. DENOTES THE
NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR THE MATRIX QUANTIZATION. DENOTES THE MEAN VIDEO DISTORTION MEASURES (IN MM), AND

DENOTES THE MEAN AUDIO DISTORTION MEASURES (IN )

evaluation of the AV structures, as well as the A and V blocks
of the classified VQ/MQ. It is interesting to note that in the
presented results, all the 510 000 vectors of the corpus were
used both for training of the quantizers and testing (this means
that the distortions that are presented are the ones that were
obtained at the end of the GLA algorithms). This should be
generally avoided but it was verified here that the results ob-
tained were very close to the results obtained on 50 000 addi-
tional testing vectors (about 6,000 per speaker) that were not
used for training (“very close” means that the relative differ-
ences between the distortion values obtained in the two cases
were always less than 2% and that all the comparative results
discussed in the next section were identical). This shows that
the training procedure on such a large amount of data ensures
sufficient generality to the results.

The results of the different quantization processes are all
given in terms of video and audio root mean square distortion
measures, that are the roots of and averaged over
the entire training database (averaging was made on squared
distances before taking the root of the result).4 The audio
distortions are given in rad, which is a usual dimension for the
LSP parameters (when normalized between 0 and ). The video
measures and distortions are expressed in mm both to provide
a realistic articulatory-related quantitative evaluation and to
ensure homogenous range of values between the different
speakers. For this aim, a ruler was captured at the beginning of
each video recording at a controlled distance of the camera and
provided a reference for pixel to mm conversion (the head of
the speaker could not move during the recordings). Note that
all distortion measures were normalized by the dimension of
the vectors or matrices considered to ensure direct comparison
of the results for each video or audio modality independently
from quantization condition.

4In the AV-SS quantization process of each AV vector, the and terms
of were “isolated” for averaging.

B. AV-SS-VQ/MQ Results

We first present in this section the tuning of the parameter.
Then the removing of inter-frame correlation with MQ com-
pared to VQ is briefly discussed. This is not an original result of
the study but it can be mentioned as audiovisual VQ and MQ are
both implemented. Finally, comparison between AV and sepa-
rate A and V quantization is largely described.

1) Tuning of : The results of the AV-SS-VQ/MQs are pre-
sented in Table I. They cover two values of and bit rate ranging
from 5 to 14 bits. The value was chosen after pilot ex-
perimentation aiming to “equilibrate” in some sense the V and A
distances of the AV VQ/MQ in reference with the V and A dis-
tances obtained with separate V and A VQ/MQ: the aim was to
select a value that would allow comparable results between the
AV quantization from around 10 to 14 bits and arbitrary V and
A quantization over 5 bits. For example, a 5 bits V-SS-VQ/MQ
can be considered as a minimum size codebook reference be-
cause it corresponds to a set of 32 lip shapes while it was shown
in [30] that French could be characterized visually by a set of 23
different lip shapes. Besides, 5 to 10 bits is a standard range for
individual blocks of multi-stage LSP VQ/MQ. This equilibrium
between A and V coding accuracy is arbitrary and finally user
dependent. Results are also given for to illustrate the
influence of this factor but are within a limited bit range because
of the high time consumption of the experiments (e.g., 3 days of
computing are necessary for a 11 bits VQ on the machine that
was used, an intel PIII bi-processor clocked at 850 MHz).

2) Removing of Inter-Frame Correlation With MQ: The re-
sults obtained with the MQ confirm that this method efficiently
exploits the speech inter-frame correlation, as previously ob-
served in [24], [25]. For example, let us first consider separate
V and A MQ. We can see in Table I that a 2-columns V MQ
with respectively 7 and 8 bits lead to significantly lower aver-
aged video distortion than a V VQ with, respectively, 5 and 6
bits (even 6 bit is sufficient to the 2 columns MQ to equal the
5 bits VQ performance). This means that only 2 supplementary
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Fig. 4. Video (top) and audio (bottom) root mean square distortion measures
for audio-visual (AV) ( ) single stage vector ( ) and matrix
( and 3) quantization as a function of resolution. For easier comparison,
the resolution is defined in this figure as the mean number of bits used to encode
one set of AV parameters (before reporting selected distortion values of Table I
in the figure, the corresponding resolution values of Table I were divided by ).

bits are necessary to encode a supplementary V vector when the
two vectors are coded together with the MQ, allowing to save 1.5
or 2 bits per frame. In the same manner, the 2-columns A MQs
at respectively 10, 12 and 13 bits lead to better performances
than A VQs with respectively 7, 8, and 9 bits (allowing to save
respectively 2, 2, and 2.5 bits per vector). These results can be
generalized to the AV case (see Fig. 4). For example the series of
2-columns AV MQs ( ) at respectively 11, 12, 13, and 14
bits lead to better V and A performance than the corresponding
AV VQs at respectively 8, 9, 10, and 11 bits (allowing to save re-
spectively 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 bits per frame). The results obtained
with the 3-column MQs show that inter-frame correlation can be
efficiently exploited within 3 consecutive vectors: for example,
the 3-columns AV MQ at 14 bits ( ) gives lower A dis-
tortion and quite lower V distortion than the corresponding AV
VQ ( ) at 9 bits, allowing to save respectively 13 bits
every 3 vectors (that is 4.33 bits per frame) while providing sig-
nificant video coding gain. This is the best result obtained by
MQ compared to 9 bits VQ.5

Note that, compared to VQ with the same value of , MQ
seems to have slightly changed the balance between V and A

5In what concerns audio data, [25] reported an optimal value of 4 for
, while [24] concluded that with this value, “vowel-like sound were well

captured while consonant were less well captured.” In the present study,
was not greater than 3.

Fig. 5. Video (top) and audio (bottom) root mean square distortion measures
for audio-visual (AV) ( ) versus separate video (V) + audio (A) single
stage vector quantization as a function of the total resolution (A resolution + V
resolution for the separate quantizers; the separate A and V resolutions are given
in the figure). The values are extracted from Table I. The dashed (resp. dotted)
curb of the V separate VQ is associated with the dashed (resp. dotted) curb of
the A separate VQ to provide a total resolution identical to the AV VQ.

distortion to the benefit of V and this unexpected effect is more
pronounced when increasing the number of columns. This sug-
gests that V data may be more likely to benefit from inter-frame
correlation than A data in a general manner (see the separate V
and A results at the beginning of this section) and in an AV joint
coding process, which may be useful information to be consid-
ered for further development of this application.

3) AV versus V and A Separate Quantization: Let us now
deal with the very heart of the study, that is the comparison be-
tween AV and separate V and A VQ/MQ. The results of Table I
show the efficiency of the AV processing. For example, for

, an AV VQ at 11 bits provides both V and A distortions that
are lower than the ones obtained respectively with a 5 bits V
VQ and an 8 bits A VQ, thus allowing to save 2 bits out of 13
(15.4% gain) while providing more accurate coding (see also
Fig. 5). Exactly the same result is obtained with the 2-columns
MQs (Fig. 6). The bit saving can be increased if we increase the
resolution of each quantizer. For example, the 14 bits AV VQ
gives lower V and A distortions than the 6 bits V VQ and the 11
bits A VQ, leading to 3 bits saving out of 17 (17.7% gain) while
providing more accurate coding. With the 2-columns MQ, the
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Fig. 6. Video (top) and audio (bottom) root mean square distortion measures
for audio-visual (AV) ( ) versus separate video (V) + audio (A) single
stage 2-columns matrix quantization as a function of the total resolution (A
resolution + V resolution for the separate quantizers; the separate A and V
resolutions are given in the Figure). The values are extracted from Table I. The
dashed (resp. dotted) curb of the V separate MQ is associated with the dashed
(resp. dotted) curb of the A separate MQ to provide a total resolution identical
to the AV MQ.

coding gain is extended to 3 bits out of 16 (18.8%): the AV MQ
with 13 bits is more efficient than separate V and A MQs at re-
spectively 6 and 10 bits. When the number of bits of the AV MQ
is increased from 11 to 12 or from 13 to 14, no supplementary
bit can be saved: the results can be advantageously compared
with V and A distortions from separate MQs with respectively
5 and 9 bits in the first case, and with respectively 6 and 11 bits
in the second case. This can be explained by the fact that the
decreasing of the A distortion in the AV coding is regular in the
sense that this A distortion is always lower in the AV coding
with bits than in the A coding with bits, while the V
distortion is not as much regular. But even if no supplementary
bit can be saved from 11 to 12 bits or from 13 to 14 bits, the fact
that the gain for V distortion increases always demonstrates the
advantage of the AV joint coding over separate V and A coding.

For , more coding precision is given to the V coeffi-
cients, leading to a lower V distortion and a higher A distortion
than in the condition for each tested resolution. At the
same time, the bit saving appears quite similar (though not all
resolutions could be tested): for example, for , an AV
VQ with 9 bits provides both V and A distortions that are lower

Fig. 7. Video (top) and audio (bottom) root mean square distortion measures
for audio-visual (AV) ( ) versus separate video (V) + audio (A) single
stage 3-columns matrix quantization as a function of the total resolution (A
resolution + V resolution for the separate quantizers; the separate A and V
resolutions are given in the figure). The values are extracted from Table I. The
dashed (resp. dotted and dashed/dotted) curb of the V separate VQ is associated
with the dashed (resp. dotted and dashed/dotted) curb of the A separate VQ to
provide a total resolution identical to the AV VQ.

than the ones obtained respectively with a 5 bits V VQ and a
5 bits A VQ. Thus, the bit saving is here 1 out of 10, but the
distortion gains are quite notable, especially for the A distortion
(about 7% from 0.077 55 to 0.072 32 rad). Again, the same result
is obtained with the 2-columns MQ, while the gains on V and
A distortion are in this case more “equilibrated.”

Finally, the advantage of jointly coding V and A data is con-
firmed in the 3-columns MQ case (see Fig. 7), which is the more
efficient condition according to the inter-frame correlation re-
moving criterion. For example, the 3 columns AV MQ at 14
bits ( ) provides quite similar (while no lower) V and
A distortions than, respectively, the 3 columns V MQ at 7 bits
(1.508 mm versus 1.494 mm) and the 3 columns A MQ at 12
bits (0.064 17 rad versus 0.063 99 rad), leading to similar coding
accuracy while saving 5 bits out of 19 (26.3% gain). This repre-
sents the best result in term of bit saving, but the condition on the
distortions was slightly relaxed (no strict lowering) compared
to the VQ case where 3 bits out of 17 were saved with V and A
distortions significantly decreased. Note that if we strictly apply
the distortion comparison criterion, the “3 bits out of 17” result
of VQ can be generalized to 2 or 3 columns MQs ( )
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since the 2 or 3 columns AV MQs at 14 bits both provide lower
V and A distortion than corresponding separate V MQ at 6 bits
and A MQ at 11 bits (see Figs. 6 and 7).

4) V to A Classified VQ/MQ: The video-to-audio classified
VQ/MQ of Section II-D was implemented. The 5 bits V-SS-VQ
of the preceding section was used as the first block. The com-
plete set of about 510 000 audio-visual vectors were quantized
with this block (that is only the video components were quan-
tized) leading to a cluster of classes of audio-visual
data, each class being associated to a video centroids. Then,
the audio components of each class were used to generate an
A-SS-VQ by using the GLA algorithm with splitting initializa-
tion. Finally, A-SS-VQs were obtained, each of them being as-
sociated with one of the 32 video centroids for the cascading
quantization process. This whole design was repeated for MQ,
that is V and A MQ blocks were also cascaded, with
and .

One major problem that is usually encountered during the
design of such structure is the limitation due to the amount of
data needed. Indeed, the 510 000 audio sets of the data where
unequally affected within the 32 classes, leading to subsets of
around 3000 (for the worst case) to around 33 000 (for the max)
sets of data. Thus the audio resolution had to be limited in each
class to ensure reliable centroïd generation. A criterion for such
validity is to ensure that the ratio between the number of data
in a training set and the number of centroïds to be generated
is greater than a given threshold , typically greater than
one hundred. Once is fixed, it determines the resolution
of the audio VQ/MQ in each class as the maximum number of
bits so that for that class. Thus, the resolution can
be different from one class to another (from 4 to 7 bits with the
values of considered), leading to a variable rate quantizer.
In such case, denotes the mean resolution, that is averaged
over the different classes by using the cardinals of the classes as
weights.

The results obtained with the V-A C-VQ/MQ are presented in
Table II, still in terms of root mean square audio distances (the
video distortion measures are in Table I). Note that the values
of were carefully chosen so that either the resolution or
the audio distortion had a value as close as possible as one of
the values of the A VQ/MQ corresponding condition of Table I
to quantify easily the improvement due to the cascaded V-A
structure.

The results of Table II show that again, either better audio
distortion or resolution (or even both) can be obtained with the
cascaded V-A C-VQ/MQ structure compared to the V and A
separated VQs/MQs. Indeed, for any given identical resolution,
the audio distortion obtained with the cascaded structure is sig-
nificantly lower than the one obtained with the separated audio
VQ/MQ. This is verified for each value of . For example, for

and for , 6 and 7 bits (rigorously 5.01, 6.01 and
7.01, respectively), the audio distortions are respectively 10.6%,
(0.069 33 rad versus 0.077 55 rad), 11.2% (0.062 58 rad versus
0.070 44 rad) and 9.7% (0.058 27 rad versus 0.064 51 rad) lower.
These results are slightly less impressive for : respec-
tively 8.5%, 9.2% and 8.0% gains on audio distortions are ob-
tained at respectively 5, 6 and 7 bits. For , we obtain re-
spectively 7.5%, 8.6% and 7.8% which represent a similar range

TABLE II
RESULTS OF CLASSIFIED VIDEO TO AUDIO VECTOR/MATRIX QUANTIZATION.

DENOTES THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS FOR THE MATRIX QUANTIZATION,
IS THE RESOLUTION AND THE RATIO OF THE NUMBER OF DATA AND
CENTROIDS (SEE THE TEXT FOR DETAILS). THE MEAN AUDIO DISTORTION

MEASURES ARE GIVEN IN

of values. Thus, for the V-A classified structure, the VQ seems
to provide slightly better “classified versus separate” gains than
the MQ, which provides quite similar gains for and

, although the 3 columns MQ was the more efficient
structure in the single stage structure of the previous sections.

Besides, it is interesting to note that the audio distortions ob-
tained with the classified VQ/MQ are well greater than the ones
obtained with the (optimal) audiovisual single stage VQ/MQ
with the same overall bit rate. For example, the above men-
tioned value of 0.058 27 rad for the V-A C-VQ at 7 bits is to
be unfavorably compared with 0.053 89 rad which is obtained
with the AV-SS-VQ at (9.7% difference). Other
similar difference can be reported for other bit rates and values
of , confirming that the classified structure provides interme-
diate performance between the separate V and A structure and
the optimal single stage AV structure, from the distortion crite-
rion.

The non entire values of allow to quantify the gain of the
cascading structure in terms of bit rate. For example, for
(VQ), similar (while always lower) audio distortions are ob-
tained with the V-A classified structure at respectively 5.65 and
6.56 bits and with the A separated VQ at respectively 7 and 8
bits, leading to respectively 19.3% and 18% audio bit savings.
A gain of 20.1% is obtained for , from 8 bits in sep-
arate A MQ to 6.39 bits in V-A C-MQ (we have also 18.9%
gain from 7 to 5.68 bits). Finally, the best gain (21.3%) is ob-
tained for , from 8 bits in separate A MQ to 6.30 bits
in V-A C-MQ (we have also 19.6% gain from 7 to 5.63 bits).
Surprisingly, the gains in resolution are slightly increasing with

, while the V-A C-VQ provided the best gains of audio distor-
tion measure. However, this may be due to the variability of the
rate-distortion relation when estimated from data, together with
the fact that the presented results are relative gains calculated
from two estimated measures, and given also that the different
values of provide quite similar results.

Note that these gains in resolution should be tempered by in-
cluding the 5 video bits of the first block of the classified quan-
tizer, which is identical in both classified and separate struc-
tures. If this is done, the resolution gains are close to 11% de-
pending on the resolution and , showing again the interme-
diate status of the classified structure between the separate and
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single-stage structures regarding the distortion-rate criterion. In
a general manner, this latter point highlights the global coher-
ence of the different results and leads to expect the AV coher-
ence to largely benefit to most coder structures based on vector
or matrix quantization.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a joint audio and visual quantizer for low
bit rate audiovisual speech coding. This quantizer was based on
single-stage vector/matrix quantization and the definition of an
audiovisual distance. It allowed to simultaneously quantize face
parameters which were, in this study, lip shape parameters and
LPC-type audio parameters which were usual LSP parameters.
Compared to separate audio and video quantizers build in the
same configuration (except audio and video data separation), the
audiovisual quantizer allows significant gains in terms of video
and audio mean distortion measures and/or resolution. In term
of bit saving, the more general result appears to be “3 bits saved
out of 17” which is obtained for the three tested values of . In
each case, both video and audio mean distortion measures are
assumed to be lower with the AV joint quantization than with
the separate V and A quantizations. If this condition is slightly
relaxed so that video and audio distortion are “quite identical” in
the AV and separate V and A conditions, the bit saving can reach
5 out of 19. This result was obtained for a 3-column AV MQ,
which was shown besides to efficiently exploit inter-frame cor-
relation and thus can be considered as the most efficient quan-
tizer we obtained.

In order to reduce the complexity of the overall process, a
classified tree-like structure was also proposed, consisting of
two cascaded video and audio quantization blocks. It has been
shown to provide “intermediate” distortion-rate performances
between the optimal single-stage AV structure and separated V
and A structures.

Although these results are quite promising, further experi-
ments need to be conducted to consolidate our first approach.
Among them, the problem of the distortion measures comes
in first position, in relation with perceptual evaluation of the
process. In this study, quite simple (unweighted Euclidian)
audio and video distances were used and linearly combined. The
main reason for this choice was that, as mentioned before, the
main objective of this study was to conduct a first quantitative
comparison of joint audio-visual quantization versus audio and
visual separate quantization under the same configuration, and
not to tune more efficient (thus sophisticated) configurations
for the different elements of the quantizers. However, now that
this goal is achieved, we can think of using more sophisticated
and performing distortion measures involving perceptual
considerations. Concerning the audio data, different kinds of
weighted distances (e.g., in [18], [19], [25]) were shown to
provide more satisfying relationship between quantization
accuracy of LSP parameters, spectral distortion measures
which are usually considered in audio speech coding (e.g., root
mean square difference between log-power LPC spectra) and
perceptual judgment. Such distances may be considered in the
future extensions of this work. Similarly, the video distance
may also be improved by taking into account the perceptual

weight of each video parameter, their possible range of value
and adapted scale (e.g., give more importance to the quanti-
zation of small values of the lip parameters), and including
the fact that the lip parameters should be extended to other
face descriptors. Note that the video distance that was used in
this preliminary study is nevertheless intrinsically related to
perceptual considerations since it is applied on perceptually
crucial parameters and the Euclidian distance directly involves
a geometric interpretation.

In direct relation with the distortion measure problem, the
subjective evaluation of the joint coding process must be
considered in the near future. This involves the elaboration of
a complete multi-speaker analysis-modeling-coding-synthesis
system and its complete assessment including intelligibility
tests (e.g., audiovisual identification of noisy stimuli) and sub-
jective quality tests in addition to distortion-rate measures. This
represents a huge task since it is currently motivating a series of
works on (among others) efficient automatic face analysis, head
model speaker normalization/conversion, and relation of the
proposed process with MPEG-4 coding techniques. Besides,
the protocols for subjective evaluation of the system may take
a particular aspect in the specific joint audiovisual context of
this study: subjective evaluation should include the study of
the perceptual consequences of the joint coding process, e. g.
the “equilibrium” given by the weight between audio and
video parameter trajectories accuracy. It is interesting to note
for example that [25] reported a superiority of MQ over VQ
for audio subjective measure due to the “smooth trajectories”
involved by the averaging process during the MQ codebook
design. This property that has been found to be perceptually
important when synthesizing high quality audio speech should
be taken into account in the audiovisual case where visual
trajectories are also involved and could be smoothed as well.

To finish with an encouraging remark, it can be mentioned
here that very preliminary informal tests were conducted with
synthesis lip models animated with parameters that were quan-
tized by different VQs/MQs presented in this study. They cannot
be presented in details in this paper but they provided satisfying
preliminary results, with good general lip movements/sounds
synchronization and no gross artifacts. This is especially en-
couraging given the relatively poor resolution range used in this
study (remember that the quantizers can be regarded as the first
blocks of multi-stage quantizers). Altogether, the encouraging
results obtained in this work may, to our opinion, give a new
impulse to the relationship between speech coding and audiovi-
sual speech synthesis.
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